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Only 1 comp player per team (max). Players who play competitively will be evaluated on a
case-by-case basis depending on several factors, this is a memes tournament, not a pro
tournament but please fill out the form and let me decide if you can play. Minimum age to
play is 18 years old. No alt accounts, there is a level restriction. Signup, then DM me on
Discord @obiwanncoyote with your PUBG IGN, experience playing competitively (this
information will be verified), and I will let you know whether you can or cannot play (but
please fill out the form in advance anyways). A reminder, this is a tournament run
exclusively by me, and me only, it is not PUBG affiliated and I reserve all rights to remove
any player for any reason (sorry, we've had a lot of crappy people try to ruin these
tournaments).

About the Tournament

Welcome to information about the PUBG Memes Duo Tournament. The basic premises
are: lots of loot, fast-paced games (10-15 minutes), and unique combinations of
weapons. You don’t have to be a streamer to play in this tournament, but it is made to
be very streamer-friendly.

There are 8 unique game modes. The prize pool will be at least $500, but likely higher.
In addition, there are typically at least 6 unique bounties that are of various prize
amounts.

In addition, you will receive whatever winnings you earned within 3 hours of the end of
the tournament in your PayPal account.

Signing Up
Interested in signing up for the tournament? Keep an eye on the
#memes-duo-tournament channel in Discord for when sign-ups are available. In
addition, there will be a link to signup on the channel website. This will also be
announced on my Twitch channel, as well as on my Twitter. Signups will open 2-4
weeks prior to the tournament date. There will be a waitlist if interest goes beyond 80
players, I will DM you if you’re on the waitlist. Make sure you have a PayPal account, it’s
the only way to receive winnings or bounties.

All regions are welcome to join, but the server will be on NA. Anybody can sign up. If
you sign up, seriously, join the Discord. If you are not in the discord 24 hours before and
in the voice channels during the tournament, you will be booted. No exceptions.



Everything You Need to Know
- Duos Tournament.
- You must be at least 18 years of age to participate in the tournament.
- 80 players maximum.
- All games are played in FPP.
- You have 3 minutes between each game to enter the next lobby before the next

game starts.
- Your player assignment number is both the corresponding # for what discord

voice channel you should be in, and what player # in the lobby you should be in
when each game starts. These are both required. Your player assignment
number will be in the #memes-duo-tournament channel in Discord once the
tournament is full.

- During the tournament, all the information you need will be in a Discord category
called “PUBG Memes Duo Tournament”. This includes the leaderboard,
passwords, game modes, voice channels, and player assignment numbers.

- You are completely free to stream your perspective of the tournament if you
please. NO DELAY REQUIRED.

- Death cam and observing will be turned off. Coyote will be casting the
tournament at https://www.twitch.tv/obiwanncoyote, so check in if you so please.
It is totally okay to restream the main-stream.

- No stream-sniping or cheating/hacking allowed. Please turn off the stream when
you load into the lobby. Any findings of stream-sniping or cheating/hacking will
incur an instant ban from the channel and any future tournaments.

- Scoring System: The points system/leaderboard will be found in the #tourney-info
channel in Discord prior to the tournament.

- Tie breakers for placement prize money will go to the player with the higher
amount of kills, if still tied, it will go to the player with the higher amount of
damage.

- Tie breakers for bounties will go to the player with the higher amount of total kills.
If still tied, it will go to the player with the higher placement. If still tied, it will go to
the player with the higher amount of damage/

FAQ
1. I signed up, how do I know whether I am in or not?

If you don’t receive a DM saying you are on the waitlist, you are in the
tournament. Once you sign up, keep an eye on the #memes-tournament channel
in Discord for the full team list.



2. What happens if I disconnect during a game?
Unless there is a mass disconnection, we can’t really restart an entire game. You
can always try and reconnect. We all know how PUBG is. I recommend verifying
your files in Steam before the tournament starts.

3. I want to drop out before the tournament, what do I do?
DM me on Discord to let me know as soon as possible. @obiwanncoyote

4. My teammate dropped out, can I replace them with someone else?
I used to allow this, but for various reasons, this isn’t allowed anymore. However,
I will cycle you back on the waitlist with your new teammate if you’d like. Make
sure you play with somebody who will be available for the tournament date, and
who will stick around for the entire tournament.

5. I am not sure whether I am eligible to play or not?
DM on Discord @obiwanncoyote with your PUBG IGN and experience playing
Competitively and I will let you know.

6. I have a question, but it isn’t answered here?
Please DM me at @obiwanncoyote on Discord or you can DM me on
Twitter @ObiWannCoyote

Coyote is the final arbiter of anything that may or may not be
mentioned in this document. Stuff happens, and if he has to

make decisions on the fly, he will make the decision he feels that
is the most fair for everyone involved.


